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Leaf-peepers ofadifferent sort
Nature program gets children outside.for experientialleaming
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Fourth-graders from teacher Joan Wright's class atNeshobe Elementary School in Brandon search for leaves
that show signs of feeding by tiny herbivores as part of the Four Winds Institute's Nature Program.

By CHRIS RUNCIE
CORRESPONDENT

A group of children at Neshobe Elementary School
in Brandon exclaim excitedly over some leaves they've
collected, but not because of the beautiful fall colors.
These children are on the prowl for leaves that show
signs of feeding by tiny herbivores - beetles, cater
pillars, aphids or snails. Their leaves are riddled with
holes or have chewed and scalloped edges. Some speci
mens have been reduced to skeletons of lacey veins,
and others have transparent patches where leaf miners
- insects that feed within the layers of the leaf - have
left their marks.

Why all the stir over chewed-tip leaves? These chil
dren are participating in a nature program workshop
at their school, a popular event spent outside exploring
nature. Offered by the Four Winds Nature Institute of
Chittenden; the Nature Program is a series of natural·
science workshops taught by parent and community vol
unteers in many elementary schools across our region.

Each year-long series focuses on an important science
concept. "Ecosystems," a new series, explores how organ
isms interact with each other and their environments.
Understanding the many interconnections helps chil
dren see that a change in one part can affect the whole
system - a core idea in Vermont and national science
standards.

What are the connect'ions between a leaf, a caterpillar
and a bird? In a puppet show introducing this theme,
children learn that these organisms are linked in a food
chain. Gertie Gras;s explains to Benjy Bear, "I'm a pro
ducer -1 make food. And you're a consumer - you eat
food." "That's for sure," agrees the bear. "I love to eat!"

The children search for evidence of food chains on
the school grounds. Faxes and rabbits are not frequent
ing the playground, but smaller critters abound. Chil
dren learn about different patterns of leaf-feeding 
every chewed, mined or skeletonized leaf is evidence of
a food chain and the busy natural world.

"Watching children's excitement as they make little
discoveries is what makes the Nature Program so reward
ing," says Mary Lou Webster, the coordinator at Neshobe
School.
. Nature Program volunteers attend a two-hour training

session each month. The workshops give the adult volun
teers a chance to become familiar with the information
and tryout the activities before leading the workshop
with children..

The Ecosystems series includes programs on squirrels
and deer, soil and leaf litter, streams, ponds and forest
birds. There are 11 units in all, and most schools choose
eigh t to teach over the course of the year. Ecological
concepts are featured: How energy flows from sun to
plants to animals, how plants and animals are linked in
a food web, how matter cycles through organisms and
back into the soil and how organisms avoid competition
by occupying different ecological niches.

The children understand these concepts more fully. by
directly experiencing them in nature. Sifting through
leaf litter or soil, children meet millipedes, pill bugs and
earthworms and learn about the role of these creatures
in decomposition. Peering under the loose bark of snags
and logs, children discover networks of tunnels and the
many small creatures that live in th.em.

A third-grader at Bristol Elementary remarks, "Logs
have a lot of animals in them." Children see for them
selves that the dead wood provides homes for numerous
occupants and begin to understand its importance in a
forest. Another Bristol student exclaims, "Rotting logs
are more fun than Legos!"

Discovering the many connections between animals and
plants in an ecosystem is a theme that runs through all
the workshops. In one called "Squirrel Tales," children
imitate gray squirrels, hiding food tokens on the school
playground and then retrieving them later. Most classes
achieve the same rate of success as a single squirrel 
about 85 percent. What happens to the nuts that get left
behind, buried in the ground? Children quickly see how
squirrels playa role as tree-planters in the forest ecosystem.

The "Forest Birds" workshop introduces children to a

dozen species of birds.and encourages them to ask
why so many birds come to our northern forests in
the summer. Children learn that the abundance of
insects - all those leaf-eaters - provide a high
energy food supply. A Bristol first-grader explains,
"Caterpillars are good because they feed birds."
And how are birds important to the forest ecosys
tem? Children see that birds help trees because

. they eat the insects that damage the leaves.
With nets and buckets, children explore a

stream, where they find numerous aquatic in
vertebrates clinging to rocks or hiding under
them. How do these tiny creatures manage to
live their lives without getting swept away? Ask
ing such questions, the children begin to think
about the connections between living creatures
and their physical environments,

Personal experiences like these make sci
ence come alive for children. "The hands-on
activities allow students to learn by doing," says
Ruth Beecher, a third and fourth-grade teacher

at Robinson School in Starksboro, "and going
outside puts it all together for them."

The ·topic of ecosystems is one that students
will revisit many times during their school.
years. As they learn how animals interact, chil
dren recognize that they are a part of the eco
system, too.

Long-time Brandon coordinator and volun
teer Sue Wetmore observes, "It gives children
a sense of well-being to feel that they are a part
of the natural world." After a workshop she
taught last week, one child new to Four Winds
said to her, "This was the best - and then my
friend is coming over to my house." .

Chris Runcie is a naturalist and educator for the
Four Winds Nature Institute in Chittenden. She may be
contacted at chris@fourwindsinstitute.org.
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